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Message from the Board Chairman

On behalf of the board of directors and myself,

contrast, above-trend gains in real disposable

I have the pleasure to present the fifth annual

income, on the back of robust job creation and

report of the Board of Directors’ of Addis

falling energy prices continue to support private

International Bank S.C. (AdIB) for the financial

consumption as the main engine of growth.

year ended June 30, 2016 in accordance with
Article 391/1 of the Commercial Code of Ethiopia.
The financial crisis that hit the world economy
severely seven years ago is now behind.
Yet, according to World Bank report of June
2016, the world economy is still struggling
to regain momentum. In 2015/16 the major
advanced economies are at different stages
of post-crisis recovery but are expected to
stabilize around a weak growth trajectory.
In the United States stabilizing growth has faced
increasing headwinds due to the sectors that
rely on oil-related activities or exports. Low
oil prices associated financial stress has led to
a collapse of capital expenditure in the energy
sector. As for external trade, a strong U.S.
dollar and weakening demand from emerging
markets

contributed

to

stalling

export.

In

The recovery in the Euro Area is proceeding at
a moderate pace, supported by an exceptional
level of monetary policy accommodation, low oil
prices, and slightly expansionary fiscal policies.
However, weak external demand, renewed
domestic uncertainties and broader geopolitical
risks continue to outweigh on the confidence and
outcome of the activities. Problems associated
with structural rigidities and persistent
imbalances although being gradually addressed,
are still significant. Rising flows of migrants to the
European Union are creating notable challenges.
European Union countries have agreed to a
relocation plan to help countries most affected by
the influx, but implementation has been very slow.
Japan continues to fluctuate between periods
of modest growth and contraction. Private
consumption

remains

weak,

falling
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of the gains in real income. Exports are also

a rapid economic performance of 10.2 percent

subdued, dampened by weak external demand

counting the double digit growth trends for the

and limited benefits of past Yen depreciation.

last decade with a broad contribution of all sectors.

Growth in China decelerated further to 6.9 percent

Accordingly, Industry, Service and Agriculture

in 2015, and to 6.7 percent in the first quarter of 2016,

grew by 21.6 percent , 10.2 percent and 6.4 percent

reflecting weak exports and slowing investment.

respectively. Their contributions to the annual

Gradual domestic rebalancing is under way. A

growth were 3 percent , 4.7 percent and 2.5 percent

sharp slowdown in industrial activity has thus far

in their stated order. To this end IMF underlined

been mitigated by steady growth in the services

Ethiopia’s impressive track record of growth and

sector. In 2015, the services sector accounted for

poverty reduction in the last couple of years.

half of the GDP and the majority of new urban jobs.

However, in 2015/16 the Ethiopian economy
faced two adverse exogenous shocks. Impact of El

Emerging and Developing Economies (EMDEs)

Niňo related draught and drastic weaker global

are

including

environment may result in the decline of the growth

weaker growth among advanced economies

of the Ethiopian economy in 2016 according to the

and persistently low commodity prices, as

official remarks of the Ethiopian Government.

facing

stronger

headwinds,

well as uninspiring global trade and capital
flows. The weakness in EMDEs in 2015 has
extended into 2016. Aggregate growth for
EMDEs is projected at 3.5 percent for 2016,
marginally above the 3.4 percent in 2015.
Sub-Saharan Africa regional growth declined due
to low oil prices that sharply slowed activity. The
decline in metal prices led to a substantial fall
in revenues and exports in non-energy mineral
exporting countries. Other adverse developments
included drought, the Ebola crisis and conflicts. On
the other hand, growth remained robust in other
oil importing countries supported by ongoing
infrastructure investments, private consumption,
and increased agricultural production. Regional
growth is expected to slow further to 2.5 percent
in 2016, amid depressed commodity prices, rising
to an average of 4.1 percent in 2017-18, reflecting
a gradual improvement in the region’s largest

According to the National Bank of Ethiopia’s
2015/16 3rd quarter report, the financial sector
developments indicated that the number of
banks declined to 18 in March 2016 due to merger
of the Construction & Business Bank with the
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. Out of these 16
are private. The total number of bank branches
reached 3,045 from 2,516 a year ago. As a result,
one branch is serving 30,281 people on average.
Meanwhile, the total capital of the banking system
increased by 38.1 percent over the corresponding
quarter of last year and reached Birr 41.12 billion,
of which the share of private banks was 50.4
percent and that of public banks 49.6 percent.
Total merchandise export earnings that only grew
by 6.8% was declining compared to the same period
of last year owing to slowdown in international
price. Whereas, total merchandise import bill grew

economies—Angola, Nigeria, and South Africa.

by 4.1 percent and as a result the current account

According to the National Bank of Ethiopia

USD 2.09 billion deficit. In contrast, capital account

2014/15 Annual Report, Ethiopia has recorded

balance (including official transfers) registered
balance registered 71.1 percent higher than last
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year same period due to increased inflows of
net official long-term capital, other public sector
and foreign direct investment. In the inter-bank
forex market, the weighted average official
exchange rate of Birr against USD depreciated by
4.9 percent compared to last year same quarter.

by meeting all of the annual plan targets.
The achievements are in all spheres of the
banking activities like resource mobilization,
provision of credit services, modernization
of information technology, expansion of the
bank’s service outlet and generating profit
above

set

targets,

country strives to constantly expand its financial

AdIB

has

fulfilled

services to the public in general and its customers in

requirement set by the National Bank of Ethiopia

particular by employing state of the art technology

with scarifies and commitment of shareholders

and committed staff at all level. It has expanded its

to reinvest the profit due to them in the last

branch outlets both in Addis Ababa and Regional

consecutive years.

towns. All the branches are interconnected

build up will continue in the future though now

by network using the new core banking

we have space to think more profoundly on how
to go about it.

AdIB, as one of the private banks operating in the

system installed for the purpose. It has started
providing ATM and mobile banking services.
On the other hand, AdIB like other banks but at
varying degree faces challenges that manifested
in the form of shortage of foreign currency, ever
increasing

office rent, severe competition in

resource mobilization, staff turnover and as a new
bank the pressure to meet the minimum capital
requirement by the end of the reporting period.
The Board and the management have taken
several measures to offset if not totally solve the
negative impact of these challenges. Revision
of its strategic plan, launching aggressive share
sales campaign, taking decision on the need to
revise the organizational structure and salary
scale to match the industry labor competition,
developing new products that would attract
customers, activating resource mobilization
committee at all levels to support branch
efforts etc are some of the measures taken.

just

to

the

mention

minimum

some.
capital

The process of the capital

Finally on behalf of the Board of Directors and
myself, I would like to take this opportunity
to extend my thanks and appreciation to the
National Bank of Ethiopia for its support, our
shareholders for the many years of patience
and trust, our esteemed customers for doing
business with us. Our sincere thanks also go to
the Board of Directors, the Management and
the employees of AdIB for their unweaving
dedication and determination that has helped
to achieve this remarkable performance
under all these inconvenient circumstances.

Hailemelekot Teklegiorgis
Chairman, Board of Directors

Indeed it is with all these global, national and
industry level challenges Addis International
Bank S.C. achieved remarkable performances
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Message from the President

Falling commodity prices, civil unrest, political

(43.6 percent) and reached Birr 2.5 billion. Out of

tensions, impact of huge flocks of refugees,

the total asset, net loans and advances accounted

terrorist

the

for Birr 1.1 billion (42 percent). The subscribed

post financial crisis of world economy. The

and paid up capital of the Bank reached Birr

performance of Ethiopian economy is much better

529.9 million and Birr 516.4 million showing an

at regional level amidst El Niňo related draught

increment of Birr 149.1 million and Birr 150.1

and slow world economic growth.

million respectively

activities

negatively

affected

from the previous year’s

balance. The total liability of the Bank rose to Birr
The fierce competition for resource mobilization

1.8 billion from the previous year balance of Birr

among financial institutions, the ever increasing

1.3 billion.

office rent, the shortage of foreign currency,
shortage of skilled manpower etc are the major

The total deposit including L/C margin held as of

hurdles that affect the performance of the banks

June 30, 2016, reached Birr 1.7 billion registering a

in general. In spite of these, the performance of

growth of 41.4 percent compared to Birr 1.2 billion

Addis International Bank S.C. (AdIB) is notable

achieved last year. The Bank’s number of accounts

in almost all sphere of the banking business. The

opened reached 39,945, grew by 45.6 percent

Bank’s total asset grew by Birr 747.2 million

compared to the previous year’s total 27,438.
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The Bank has registered profit before tax of Birr

Considering its interest to closely work with

112.8 million during the financial year showing

cooperatives, the Bank has developed and

an increase of Birr 34.4 million (43.9 percent)

launched cooperative friendly saving products

from the preceding year’s performance of Birr

that contain peculiar features to address their

78.4 million. Earnings per share for the financial

needs on the ground. The Bank will soon introduce

year stood at 19.3 percent against last year’s 18.7

additional saving products that address the needs

percent.

of different categories of customers.

The Bank has been strategically expanding its

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to

branch networks. To this effect, the total number

express my gratitude to the National Bank of

of branches reached 40 of which 26 are operating in

Ethiopia for the guidance and support, the Bank’s

Addis Ababa while the remaining 14 are in regional

esteemed customers, shareholders and employees

towns. All branches are networked with modern

who contributed to the success of our Bank and

Core Banking Solution. In zeal to modernize

its notable performance. My thanks also go to

services, AdIB has already started electronic

the Board of Directors for their leadership and

banking service through the deployment of ATMs

support.

and implementation of Mobile Banking service.
The Bank is also preparing to launch agent and

Thank you

internet banking and Point of Sales (POS) services
on full scale in the next financial year.

Hailu Alemu
President
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Board of Directors’ Report

of the customer base from year to year indicates

The Board of Directors’ of Addis International
Bank S.C (AdIB) hereby report the performance of
the Bank for the financial year ended June 30, 2016
to its esteemed shareholders. The report has two
parts. The first part deals with the highlights of
the major performance of the Bank and the second

the expansion of its accessibility and growing
public confidence. The following chart shows
the growth of deposit compared to the preceding
year.
Figure 1 : Total Deposit 2014/15 Vs 2015/16 (In million Birr)

is the external audit report.

I. Operational Performance
The unpredictable drought that was caused by El
Niño and decrease in foreign currency generation
had negative impact on the macroeconomic
performance of the country, particularly on
the financial sector. The performance of Addis
International Bank during the year under review
was also negatively affected by these notable
challenges. Despite these challenges, AdIB has
closed its fifth year operational period with

Looking at the deposit mix, savings deposit

remarkable results in both operational and

constituted the largest share i.e 41.7 percent,

financial performance. Details of the operational

followed by time and demand deposits 31.4

performance are presented in subsequent sections.

percent and 26.9 percent respectively. This
indicates that the Bank has made considerable

1.1 Deposit Mobilization
The total deposit of the Bank including

effort to maintain more stable type of deposit.
L/C

margin reached Birr 1.7 billon at the end of June
30, 2016 increased by Birr 487.7 million or 41.4
percent compared to last year same period.

The following charts show comparative mix of
deposit.
Figure 2: Composition of Deposits in 2015/16

The growth is attributed to all types of deposits
especially saving deposit which grew by Birr
193.5 million, being the highest compared to other
deposit types. The total L/C margin held as of
June 30, 2016 was Birr 101.9 million.
The total number of customers who maintained
deposit account with Addis International Bank
S.C has reached 39,945 registering an increment
of 12,507 new accounts (45.6 percent) compared to
the previous year same period. This broadening
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Figure 3: Composition of Deposits in 2014/15

Out of the total outstanding loans and advances,
export took the lion’s share of Birr 449.1 million
(42.2 percent), followed by domestic trade and
service Birr 198.7 million (18.7 percent), import
Birr 143.8 million (13.5 percent), construction Birr
137.2 million (12.9 percent) and manufacturing
Birr 63.9 million (6.0 percent). Housing, transport
and agriculture loans constituted the remaining
portion of the total outstanding loans & advances.
Figure 5: Loans & Advances by Economic sector in2015/16

1.2 Loans and Advances
The total outstanding loans and advances of
the Bank at the close of the financial year
2015/16 stood at Birr 1.1 billion, surpassing the
preceding financial year’s balance by Birr 291.6
million (37.8 percent).
The loan to deposit ratio during the review period
was 68.0 percent, lower than the ratio of 69.5
percent of last year same period. The following
chart shows the growth of Loans and Advances.

During the year under review, the Bank
maintained its non-performing loans (NPL) at
less than 2 percent compared to NBE’s 5 percent.

Figure 4: Outstanding Loans and Advance 2014/15 Vs
2015/16 (In million Birr)

Careful loan analysis, close follow-up of loans
granted and effective customer relationship
management resulted in maintaining such lower
level of NPL.
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Financed Fiber Glasses Project

1.3 International Banking Operation
During the financial year under review, the Bank allotted 55.7 percent of its loans and advance for foreign
trade finance. It is noted that an adequate amount of income for the Bank was generated from International
Banking activities. Accordingly, the Bank has generated Birr 69.3 million revenue from International
Banking Operations. This accounted for 23.5 percent of the total revenue of the Bank. Income realized
from foreign operation increased by Birr 12.5 million (22.0 percent) compared to last year same period.
Shortage of foreign currency due to poor performance of the export sector compared to last year is the
primary challenge for international banking operations.
The Bank has established correspondent banking relationship with reputable foreign Banks and seven
money transfer agents namely: Western Union, Money Gram, Dahabshill, Trans-fast, Ria, X Press Money
and Exchange 4 Free.
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II. Financial Performance

Figure 7: Composition of Income for the Finacial year
2015/16

2.1 Income
The total income during the period under review
was Birr 294.8 million which exceeded last year’s
same period balance of Birr 207.4 million by Birr
87.4 million (42.1 percent). Out of the total income,
Birr 225.5 million (76.5 percent) was generated
from domestic banking operation while foreign
banking operation accounts for Birr 69.3 million
(23.5 percent). The following graph shows the
growth of income by category.
Figure 6: Income 2014/15 Vs 2015/16

2.2. Expense
The total expenses for the financial year ended
June 30, 2016 reached Birr 182.0 million showing
an increase of Birr 52.9 million (41.0 percent)
compared to the previous year’s expense. Interest
expense, salaries and benefits and general and
administrative expenses have exceeded that of the
preceding financial year‘s balance by 51.9 percent,
51.4 percent and 27.9 percent respectively. The
increase in operating expenses was due to the
increase in rental expense of branch offices and
recruitment of additional manpower.
Figure 8: Expense by category 2014/15 Vs 2015/16

Looking at the major break down of the income
components, interest income accounted for
Birr 149.8 million ( 50.8 percent), followed by
commission and service charge Birr 118.1 million
(40.1 percent ), Gain on foreign currency Birr 24.6
million (8.3 percent), and other income Birr 2.2
million (0.8 percent). The following chart shows
the composition of income by category.
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2.3. Profit

Figure 9: Profit before Tax 2014/15 Vs 2015/16 (in millions Birr)

The Bank’s profit before tax for the financial year
ended June 30, 2016 reached Birr 112.8 million
showing a growth of Birr 34.4 million (43.9
percent) from the preceding year. Similarly, net
profit after tax was Birr 85.4 million, higher by Birr
26.7 million (45.5 percent) compared to Birr 58.7
million registered in the financial year 2014/15.
The Bank’s Return on Assets (ROA) stood at 4.1
percent increased by 0.2 percent when compared
to 3.9 percent of the preceding year. Return on
Capital for the financial year reached 15.8 percent
compared to 15.4 percent of last year same period.
During the financial year, earning per share of
the Bank stood at 19.3 percent compared to 18.7
percent of last year same period.
The following chart shows the comparison
of profit before tax for

2014/15 vs 2015/16:

2.4. Asset
The total asset of the Bank as at June 30, 2016
reached Birr 2.5 billion from Birr 1.7 billion on
June 30, 2015, registering an increase of Birr 747.2
million (44.0 Percent) during the period under
review. Net loans and advances accounted for
42.6 percent of the total asset, showing a decline
of 1.8 percent compared to the last year’s same
period. The liquid asset of the Bank, i.e. cash on
hand, deposit with local & foreign banks and
reserve account, constituted 31.2 percent of the
total assets as of June 30, 2016.

2.5. Capital
As of June 30, 2016, the total capital of the Bank reached Birr 636.5 million, registering a growth of Birr
191.4 million (43.0 percent) from last year. Similarly, the paid-up capital has grown to Birr 516.4 million
showing an increase of 41.0 percent from last year same period. The total number of shareholders reached
8,370 as of June 30, 2016.
Table 1: Composition of Capital in millions of Birr

Description

June 30, 2016

June 30, 2015

Total capital

636.5

Paid up Capital

Variation from the preceding Year

In Birr

percentage

445.1

191.4

43.0

516.4

366.3

150.0

41.0

Subscribed Capital

529.9

380.7

149.2

39.2

Number of Shareholders

8,370

7,214

1,156

16.0
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III. Human Resource Development
The total staff strength of the Bank at the close

IV. Information Technology
Development

of 2015/16 financial year reached 360 showing
an increase of 70 from the preceding financial

During the financial year under consideration,

year. Of the total employees, 62 are managerial,

rollout of core banking solution to the newly

131 professional, 154 clerical and 13 non clerical.

opened branches was carried out to improve

During the financial year under review, 126

service quality and enhance customer satisfaction.

employees joined the Bank while 56 employees

The

left for different reasons. The Bank outsourced

continued in the financial year. To this end, share

janitorial and security services for 337 individuals.

management, management information system

implementation

of

phase

II

projects

and internet banking projects are under the final
Training is part of the Bank’s ongoing development

stage for implementation.

plan to upgrade technical, professional and
managerial skills of employees and thereby

During the financial year under review, the Bank

improve quality of services.

Various types of

has launched mobile and card banking services. In

trainings were organized and conducted by the

the efforts put forth to expand the Bank’s service

Bank itself and in collaboration with other training

delivery of card banking, the bank installed 15

institutions. In this regard, 64 training sessions

ATMs on selected locations. Moreover, the Bank

were conducted and benefited 550 participants

has finalized preparations to commence Internet

including graduate trainee.

and Agent Banking Services in the coming
financial year. To this effect, various trainings
were conducted to make the staff conversant with
the upcoming new technology.

Training Session
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Agent Banking Service

አዲስ ኢንተርናሽናል ባንክ አ.ማ.

Addis International Bank S.C.

Internet Banking Service
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V.

Branch Expansion

Addis International Bank continued to expand its strategic footprint by opening nine additional branches
in different parts of the country during the financial year. i.e. Addisu Gebeya, Ayat Adebabay, Dessie,
Fasiledes, Addisu Michael, Meskel Flower, Alem Gena, Alamura (in Hawassa town) and Assela. As a
result, the total number of branches reached forty as of June 30, 2016. In addition, feasibility studies were
conducted on potential bankable areas in Addis Ababa and outlying towns to open additional branches.
The Bank is proceeding to expand its branch network in line with its strategic plan despite rising office
rent and shortage of appropriate office building in business centers.

Partial view of Alem Gena Branch Inauguration

Partial view of Assela Branch Inauguration
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VI. The Way Forward
During the financial year 2015/16, the Bank
implemented its first revised strategic plan
covering the period 2015/16 to 2019/20. The
performance of the Bank showed the continued
success in keeping its growth path in all activities.

VII. Recommendation on the
appropriation of Profit
The Board of Directors of the Bank recommends
to the General Assembly of Shareholders that Birr
64.0 million net profits after tax and legal reserves
be paid as dividend. The Board of Directors also

To increase the Bank’s competitiveness and

requests the esteemed shareholders to voluntarily

market share, new products and services such as

plough back their dividend by purchasing

internet and Agent banking will be introduced in

additional shares so as to strengthen the capital

the coming financial year. The existing e-banking

base of the Bank.

services: ATM and mobile banking will further be
strengthened; additional branches will be opened
both in Addis Ababa and regional towns.

VIII. Vote of Thanks

In the coming years, due attention will be given for

The Board of Directors of the Bank would like

deposit mobilization, foreign currency generation,

to appreciate all shareholders, National Bank of

strengthening the capital base of the Bank,
improving service delivery and management
of controllable expenses. The public confidence
on the Bank, the support and encouragement of

Ethiopia, management and employees and other
stakeholders for their contribution to the success
of our Bank.

the Shareholders and Collaborators, the devoted
efforts of the Board, management and employees
that enabled the Bank to success in the past years
hopefully will be continued in the years to come.
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AUDITORS’
REPORT
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Addis International Bank S.C.
Head Office Address
Office

Telephone No.

Outlying Branches
Branch

Telephone No.

Fax

P.o.Box

Furi

0113 679199/0113 679188

011 3679189

2455

Hawassa

046 2208076 /046 2205075

046 2212386

2185

Adama

022 1112306 /022 1112301

022 1112314

1609

President Office

011 5549774

HR & FM Dep't

011 5570525

IBD

011 5549773

Mekelle

034 4415527 /034 4408175

034 4416289

899

Accounts & Finance Dep't

011 5570507

Gonder

058 1110237 /058 1115503

058 1111519

805

Corporate Planning & Business

011 5570529

Shashemene

046 2115053 /046 2115040

046 2115005

1087

Credit Dep't

011 5570520

Dilla

046 3313532 /046 3313673

046 3311032

197

IT Dep't

011 5570500

Metema

Control Dep't

011 5570510

058 8269011

Bahirdar

058 2206850 /0582206860

058 2206890

1872

Risk Management & Compliance

011 5570519

Hossana

046 1780152 /046 1780153

046 1780151

13

Branch Coordination Dep't

011 5570522

Dessie

033 3110091/ 033 3110070

033 3130097

433

Branch & Agent Banking Dep't

011 5570531

Fasiledes

058 2110226/ 058 2110223

058 2110198

805

Alem Gena

011 3801093/ 011 3801048

011 3801092

2455

Alamura

046 2129230/ 046 2128336

046 2129155

2185

Asella

022 2381785/ 022 2383632

022 2382225

143

Dire Dawa **

025 4113944/ 025 4114418

025 4114670

2776

Bishoftu **

011 4302218/ 011 4308495

Debre Markos**

058 1785045/ 058 1789539

058 1789812

122

City Branches
Branch

Telephone No.

Fax

P.o.Box

Main

011 557 0501/011 557 0502

011 5549775

2455

Bole

011 557 0691/011 557 0570

011 5570574

>>

Sebategna

011 276 0955 /011 276 1717

011 2780510

>>

Megenagna

011 618 9369/011 618 9371

011 6189429

>>

Mehal Merkato

011 2784945/011 278 4471

011 2784972

>>

Mekanissa

011 3210120/011 321 0080

011 3210199

>>

66

ATM Locations
Branch

Location

Sefere Selame

011 2750033/011 275 0333

011 2750022

>>

Main

Somale Tera

011 1264020/011 126 4023

011 1264024

>>

B/Medanialem

>>

Gandhi

In front of Ethiopian Red Cross society

Mexico

Chamber of commerce

Mekanissa

Around Mekanissa condominium

Arat Kilo

In front of AAU Science Faculty

Sebategna

Around Sebategna, shell fuel station

Gurdsholla

Gurdsholla ( former EEPC0)

Somale Tera

Somale Tera T/Haymanot Hospital

Saris

011 4707018/011 470 7048

011 4707031

Zequala Complex Bldg.
Bole Medanialem Church

Aratkillo

011 1558619/011 111 7788

011 1580575

>>

Gandi

011 5580528/011558 0532

011 5580504

>>

Stadium

011 5508057/011 5545691

011 5538887

>>

Bole Medhanialem

011 6670386/011 6670381

011 6670390

>>

Gurd Sholla

011 6676832/011 6676829

011 6676870

>>

Lamberet

011 6452555/011 6676867

011 6676867

>>

Bahir Dar

Bahir Dar Fasil Pharmacy, keb 04

Nifas Silk

011 4707525

>>

Mekelle

Kedamay weyane market center

Dubai Tera

011 2732342/011 273 2319

>>

Gondar

Piazza, AdIB Fasiledes branch

Lideta

011 5576882/011 557 6845

011 5576785

>>

Dessie

In front of Bus station

Yerer Goro

011 6677055 /011 667 6981

011 6677052

>>

Adama

Adama Nur Building

Ayat Adebabay

In front of Hill bottom recreation center

Mexico

011 5573154/ 011 557 3217

011 5573212

>>

Akaki

011 4716337/011 471 6395

011 4716354

>>

Addisu Gebeya

011 1268393/ 011 126 8388

011 1268424

>>

Ayat Adebabay

011 6390403/ 011 6390400

011 6390394

>>

Meskel Flower

011 4702405/ 011 4702405

011 4702509

>>

Addisu Mikael

011 2734657/ 011 2734654

011 2734643

>>

Kera **

011 4702499/ 011 4701298

011 4702646

>>

Gerji **

011 6394349/ 011 6395822

011 6394867

>>

Kality **

011 4715210/ 011 4715150

011 4716850

>>

Gerji Mebrathail **

011 6676285/ 011 6676308

011 6676038

>>

Goma Tera **

011 2316222/ 011 2316005

011 2789084

>>

Note: ** Indicates branches opened after the close
of the financial year 2015/16.
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